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Abstract

Introduction

Aberrant activity of the glucocorticoid (GC)/glucocorticoid receptor
(GR) endocrine system has been linked to obesity-related metabolic dysfunction. Traditionally, the GC/GR axis has been believed
to play a crucial role in adipose tissue formation and function in
both, white (WAT) and brown adipose tissue (BAT). While recent
studies have challenged this notion for WAT, the contribution of
GC/GR signaling to BAT-dependent energy homeostasis remained
unknown. Here, we have generated and characterized a BATspecific GR-knockout mouse (GRBATKO), for the first time allowing
to genetically interrogate the metabolic impact of BAT-GR. The
HPA axis in GRBATKO mice was intact, as was the ability of mice to
adapt to cold. BAT-GR was dispensable for the adaptation to fasting–feeding cycles and the development of diet-induced obesity. In
obesity, glucose and lipid metabolism, insulin sensitivity, and food
intake remained unchanged, aligning with the absence of changes
in thermogenic gene expression. Together, we demonstrate that
the GR in UCP1-positive BAT adipocytes plays a negligible role in
systemic metabolism and BAT function, thereby opposing a longstanding paradigm in the field.

Glucocorticoids (GCs) represent a class of powerful steroid
hormones with an important immunomodulatory function and are
of eminent importance in the regulation of metabolic pathways such
as gluconeogenesis and lipolysis. GCs act through the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR), a nuclear receptor present in many cells including
hepatocytes and adipocytes, to transactivate or transrepress its
target genes. In humans, long-term pharmacological treatment with
GCs such as prednisolone or dexamethasone (Dex) often leads to an
altered body fat distribution, with increased amounts of visceral fat
and increased lipolysis and wasting of subcutaneous peripheral
adipose tissue [1–3].
Adipose tissue has been recognized to have a diverse range of
physiological functions in the past decades. White adipose tissue
(WAT) mainly acts as an energy storage organ, coping with excessive energy intake by storage in the form of triacylglycerol, and in
turn liberating non-esterified fatty acids in periods of nutrient
demand by other tissues or following lipolytic stimuli. In adipose
tissue, GR is thought to mediate the lipolytic effects of GC treatment
and has been found to be crucial for lipid mobilization in the
postabsorptive state as well as in chronic GC exposure [4–6]. Moreover, GR had long been thought to play a major role in adipose
tissue development and expansion via the process of adipocyte differentiation, thus contributing to adipocyte hyperplasia [7]. GCs are
contained in most in vitro adipogenic differentiation cocktails, and
GR was found to bind cooperatively with CEBPB at transcriptional
hotspots in early adipogenesis [8]. Recent studies, however, have
contested this notion: GR-deficient murine preadipocytes were
shown to suffer only from a delay in triglyceride (TG) accumulation,
and adiponectin-Cre-mediated deletion of GR led to no morphological difference in WAT depots [4,9]. Thus, while GR seems to be
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crucial for lipid mobilization in the postabsorbtive state and in
chronic GC exposure, adipose tissue expansion phenotypes have not
been reported [4–6]. In summary, recently the importance of GR to
both developmental and metabolic aspects of adipose tissue function has been called into question.
In contrast to WAT, brown adipose tissue (BAT) contains
more but smaller lipid droplets, but instead an abundance of
mitochondria expressing uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) to generate
heat. A vast number of studies in recent years have addressed
the therapeutic potential of BAT in the treatment of obesity and
insulin resistance. Such strategies are typically aimed at increasing thermogenesis and ultimately energy expenditure to lower
body weight. Additionally, stimulation of the production and
secretion of adipokines and lipokines has been exploited to target
distant organs to increase, e.g., glucose uptake in skeletal muscle.
In BAT, GR deficiency driven by the Myf5-Cre promoter in mice
did not lead to developmental abnormalities in BAT depot formation [9]. However, given the expression of Myf5 not only in BAT
but also in muscle and a subset of white adipocytes [10], the
specificity of the effect of GR knockdown in BAT remains
unclear. In another study, AdipoCre-driven constitutive knockdown of GR in all adipose tissues led to reduced BAT thermogenesis after a few hours of cold exposure, with a reduction in lipid
droplets indicating that GR deficiency does not impair the lipolytic potential of BAT at 4°C [4]. The contribution of this finding to
elucidating the function of GR specifically in BAT, however, is
ambiguous at best, as the reduction in GR protein affects both
WAT and BAT.
Data from cell culture experiments as well as human studies
suggest that acute GC treatment can activate thermogenesis in BAT,
while chronic administration leads to a reduction in BAT activity
[11]. Hence, a reduction of GR activity in BAT potentially represents
an interesting strategy to potentiate the thermogenic capability of
BAT [12], especially under conditions of chronic GC excess.
However, the direct contribution of BAT-GR in these observations
remains elusive. In this study, we set out to clarify the role of GR in
BAT under different metabolic stressors, including cold exposure
and HFD. To this end, we created a UCP1-dependent, BAT-specific
GR KO mouse (GRBATKO) which we exposed to a variety of metabolic challenges to determine the specific contribution of GR to BAT
metabolism and function.

Results
Deletion of GR in BAT does not affect the HPA axis
To examine the direction contribution of GR in BAT to systemic
metabolic control, we generated mice lacking the GR specifically in
UCP1-positive BAT (GRBATKO) by crossing mice carrying a floxed
GR allele with animals carrying an inducible UCP1-driven Cre
recombinase.
To address potential abnormalities in regulation of the HPA axis
in mice deficient of GR in BAT, we initially performed several
dexamethasone suppression tests. Flox controls and GRBATKO mice
injected with saline showed a similar increase in serum corticosterone levels upon stress induced by transferring individually
housed mice to a clean cage (Fig 1A). Moreover, the subsequent
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reduction in corticosterone levels upon stress relieve by transferring
mice to their home cage was similar between both groups (Fig 1A).
Injection of dexamethasone reduced corticosterone levels below
detection limit in both Flox and GRBATKO mice (Fig 1A). Injection of
a lower dosage (to enable detection of smaller differences which
might have been covered by the higher dose) led to a higher corticosterone increase, yet showed no difference in the DEX-induced
suppression of endogenous corticosterone production between the
two groups (Fig 1B). Two weeks after the last DEX suppression test,
control and GRBATKO were injected with either saline or a low
dosage of dexamethasone and the organs were collected under
conditions of stress and HPA axis activation. Knockdown of GR in
BAT was confirmed using qPCR (Fig 1C). Dexamethasone
suppressed the endogenous production of corticosterone to a similar degree in control and GRBATKO mice (Fig 1D). Moreover, we did
not observe significant differences in blood glucose (Fig 1E), body
weight, weights of adipose tissues, or skeletal muscle
(Appendix Fig S1A–E). Cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein, lowdensity lipoprotein, total protein, triglycerides, total bile acids, and
non-esterified fatty acids in the serum were unchanged
(Appendix Fig S2A–G). Finally, we analyzed the mRNA levels of
known GR target genes in the BAT of these animals in the vehicle
vs. DEX-treated condition (Appendix Fig S1F). Under the dexamethasone concentration employed for DEX suppression tests, only
the expression of Fkbp5 was induced in the floxed controls upon
DEX treatment, which was not observed in GRBATKO. Interestingly,
the expression of Per1 and Zbtb16 was markedly lower in the
control animals at baseline, indicating that GR knockdown in the
BAT does have an effect on gene expression. Together, these data
indicated that despite effects on GR target gene expression, GR in
BAT is non-essential for a proper stress response and feedback
sensitivity of the HPA axis.
BAT-GR does not affect cold tolerance
As BAT is the critical organ for the adaptive response to cold, we
next exposed Flox control littermates and GRBATKO mice to 5°C for
1 week and monitored body temperature daily. Expression of GR
was reduced in BAT at both the mRNA level (Fig EV1A) and
protein level (Fig 2A and B) by the end of cold treatment. Residual
GR expression was attributable to high levels of GR present in nonadipocytes (Fig EV1B). Expression of the mineralocorticoid receptor
(MR) Nr3c2 was 3–4 cycles lower in comparison with GR, and
knockdown of the latter did not affect Nr3c2 expression (Fig EV1C
and D), indicating that the MR did not compensate for the loss of
GR. Control and GRBATKO mice showed a decrease in body temperature upon transition to 5°C, though no significant differences were
apparent over the course of the cold exposure between the two
groups (Fig 2C). Cold exposure was associated with weight loss in
both genotypes (Fig EV1E), yet no differences in body weight
(Fig 2D), BAT weight (Fig 2E), or weights of other adipose organs
(Fig EV1F) were observed between the two groups. Also, food
intake was comparable between control and GRBATKO mice over the
1-week experiment (Fig 2F). H&E staining revealed no differences
in BAT histology between floxed and GRBATKO mice (Fig 2G), nor
was there a difference in BAT lipid deposition (Fig 2H). Coldinduced appearance of multilocular brown-like adipocytes in inguinal fat depots was independent of genotype (Fig EV1G and H).
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Figure 1. Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis is functional in GRBATKO mice.
A Plasma corticosterone levels at baseline, 30 min after induction of stress by placing mice in a clean cage, and after 90 min upon return in the home cage. DEX mice
received an injection of dexamethasone at 0.1 mg/kg body weight 150 min before collecting the first blood sample (n = 5–6 animals per group).
B Flox and GRBATKO mice were injected with 0.02 mg/kg dexamethasone and the procedure described in (A) was followed to induce stress in order to detect potential
differences between Flox and GRBATKO mice which could have been obscured by the higher concentration used in (A) (n = 6–7 animals per group).
C GR mRNA levels in BAT of Flox and GRBATKO mice. Organs were harvested in the stressed condition after placing mice for 30 min in a clean cage. Half of the animals
received a dexamethasone injection 180 min before onset of the procedure, controls received an injection with saline (n = 5–6 animals per group).
D Serum corticosterone levels under stressed conditions in Flox and GRBATKO mice (n = 5–6 animals per group).
E Blood glucose levels (n = 5–6 animals per group).
Data information: Data were analyzed with two-way ANOVA. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 for genotype effect; #P < 0.01 for treatment effect. Error bars denote SEM.

Whole-genome expression profiling revealed that knockdown of GR
had no significant effects on the expression of key players in BAT
thermogenesis, including Ucp1 and Dio2 (Fig 2I). Nevertheless,
significant gene expression changes with a fold change ≥ 2 were
detected in the BAT of these animals as is apparent from the
volcano plot (Fig 2J). Knockdown of GR in BAT did not affect corticosterone levels during a 1-week cold exposure (Fig 2K). Finally,
analysis of multiple plasma parameters, including glucose, insulin,
triglycerides, or NEFA revealed no significant differences between
control and GRBATKO mice (Fig EV1I–L). Together, these data
suggested that GR in BAT, while affecting gene expression, is in
these contexts dispensable for the metabolic adaptation to cold
exposure.

ª 2019 The Authors

Fasting–refeeding transition is functional in mice deficient in
BAT-GR
Fasting is associated with an increase in circulating corticosterone
levels and NEFAs. Indeed, numerous reports have implicated GR to
be involved in the lipolytic response during fasting [4–6]. To further
examine the role of BAT-GR in the adaptive response to fasting, we
submitted control and GRBATKO mice to a fasting and refeeding
cycle. No differences were observed in body weight after a 16-h fasting period or subsequent 6 h of refeeding nor in food intake during
refeeding (Fig 3A and B). Refeeding led to a significant increase in
body temperature in both Flox littermates and GRBATKO mice
(Fig 3C). Importantly, analysis of plasma glucose, insulin,
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Figure 2. Flox and GRBATKO mice respond similarly to cold.
A
B
C
D, E
F
G
H
I

J
K

Knockdown of GR in BAT assessed by immunoblotting. b-Tubulin was used as loading control.
Quantification of immunoblot in (A) using Image Lab (n = 6 animals per group).
Body temperature over the course of the cold exposure, determined daily (n = 6 animals per group).
Body weight and BAT weight at the end of the cold exposure (n = 6 animals per group).
Average daily food intake in g/day (n = 6 animals per group).
Representative hematoxylin and eosin staining image of BAT of cold-exposed Flox and GRBATKO mice. Scale bar 50 lm.
Triglyceride content in BAT from Flox and GRBATKO animals (n = 5–6 animals per group).
Heatmap of mean gene expression fold changes in thermogenic marker genes based on BAT microarray analysis comparing GRBATKO vs. Flox control animals,
indicating unchanged thermogenic marker gene expression. Color gradient ranges from 2-fold higher expression in GRBATKO over Flox controls (red) to 0.1-fold
(lower) expression (blue) (n = 4 animals per group).
Volcano plot from microarray gene expression data as in (I), with cutoff values for the adjusted P-value < 0.1 and fold change > 1.5.
Serum corticosterone levels (n = 6 animals per group).

Data information: Data were analyzed with two-tailed Student t-test. **P < 0.01. Error bars denote SEM.

corticosterone, non-esterified fatty acids, and triglycerides showed
that metabolic adaptation upon fasting and refeeding took place, yet
no differences were observed between Flox and GRBATKO mice
(Fig 3D–H). Thus, the GR in BAT is not required for the metabolic
adaptations during short-term fasting and refeeding cycles.
BAT-GR loss of function is not linked to body weight or metabolic
alterations in diet-induced obesity
As the short-term cold and fasting paradigms did not reveal any
obvious role for BAT-GR in the acute adaptation to metabolic stress,
we next sought to investigate the role of BAT-GR in the context of
long-term metabolic challenges, i.e., diet-induced obesity. Flox
control and GRBATKO mice were fed 60% HFD and followed for a
period up to 24 weeks. Over the first 10-week period, no significant
differences in body weight were observed between Flox and
GRBATKO mice (Fig 4A). Consistent with these observations, we
failed to detect differences in food intake, feed efficiency, or fecal
energy content (Fig 4B–D). To study the contribution of BAT-GR to
energy metabolism in more detail, we performed indirect calorimetry. After 1 week of adaptation, measurements were performed over
a period of 90 h. Remarkably, GRBATKO had a significant decrease in
VO2 consumption over the course of the 90 h, which was present
during the light and dark phase (Fig 4E and F). Analysis of covariance revealed that the decreased oxygen consumption was independent of body weight (Fig 4G), both before and after indirect
calorimetry. MRI analysis failed to identify differences in fat mass or
lean mass was between genotypes (Fig EV3A and B). Interestingly,
locomotor activity was unchanged upon knockdown of GR in BAT
(Fig 4H), whereas a borderline significant (P = 0.058) reduction in
food intake was apparent in the GRBATKO animals during the light
phase (Fig 4I). Nevertheless, total food intake remained unchanged.
As we had also observed tendencies toward lower food intake in
GRBATKO mice under cold exposure (Fig 2F), we tested whether
deletion of GR in BAT was associated with changes in the expression of hypothalamic regulators of food intake. To this end, we
isolated the hypothalamus of Flox and GRBATKO mice at the end of
the HFD intervention (Fig EV2). GR was well expressed in hypothalamus (Ct values 25–26) but was unaltered upon BAT-specific deletion of GR (Fig EV2A). Next, mRNA levels of important orexigenic
regulators such as Npy and Agrp did not differ between the two
genotypes (Fig EV2B). Similarly, expression of anorexigenic regulators Crh and Pomc remained unaltered (Fig EV2C). Lastly, we
assessed a potential involvement of GR in the recently discovered
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Secretin pathway and its impact on the regulation of food intake
[13]. To this end, we measured levels of Secretin receptor (Sctr) in
the BAT, and levels of transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (Trpv1), which is induced in POMC neurons by elevated temperatures
and suppresses food intake, in the hypothalamus, neither of which
were changed in the GRBATKO animals (Fig EV2D and E). Hence,
deletion of GR in BAT is unlikely to interfere with the regulation of
appetite control and food intake, via the genes assessed, at a molecular central level.
Finally, respiratory exchange ratio (RER) did not differ between
the two groups, indicating that BAT-GR does not impact substrate
utilization (Fig EV3C). Taken together, these data suggested that
mice lacking GR in their BAT have lower oxygen consumption
under conditions of high-fat feeding but the reduction in energy
expenditure was not sufficient to be translated into body weight
phenotypes.
To gain additional insight into the metabolic consequences of
BAT-GR deficiency under HFD conditions, we allowed the mice to
gain body weight for an additional 6 weeks (a total of 16 weeks on
HFD) and then collected blood after an overnight fast. Fasting
glucose and insulin levels were unchanged between the two groups
after 16 weeks of HFD intervention (Fig EV4A and B). Similarly,
fasting corticosterone levels, NEFA, and triglycerides were unaffected by loss of GR in BAT (Fig EV4C–E). Previous reports have
linked adipose tissue GR to the regulation of glucose homeostasis,
with changes in glucose tolerance [4,5,14]. To test the potential
contribution of BAT-GR in such a scenario, we performed glucose
and insulin tolerance tests after 19 and 20 weeks of HFD, respectively. In contrast to models in which GR is lost in all adipose
depots, BAT-specific deletion of GR did not affect HFD-induced
glucose intolerance (Fig 5A and B). Moreover, insulin levels during
the glucose tolerance test (GTT) were comparable between Flox and
GRBATKO mice (Fig 5C). In line with these findings, we did not
detect differences in insulin-induced glucose lowering during an ITT
(Fig 5D–E), nor was there a difference in fasting insulin levels
before the start of the ITT (Fig 5F).
So far, we had observed that loss of GR in BAT affected energy
expenditure during a 10-week HFD intervention, but this had not
lead to changes in glucose handling at 19 weeks. To get an understanding of the potential long-term effect of decreased energy expenditure, we followed up on the same cohort of mice for another
4 weeks. Interestingly, by the end of the study after a total of
24 weeks of HFD feeding, average body weights of Flox and
GRBATKO mice reached 55.8 and 53.5 g, respectively, but the
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Figure 3. BAT-GR does not impact the fasting–refeeding transition.
A
B
C
D
E, F
G, H

Body weight after 16 h fasting and 6 h chow refeeding at 22°C (n = 6 animals per group).
Food intake during 6 h refeeding (n = 6 animals per group).
Body temperature assessed after 16 h fasting and subsequent refeeding for 6 h (n = 6 animals per group).
Blood glucose (n = 6 per group).
Serum insulin and corticosterone levels determined by ELISA (n = 6 animals per group).
Serum NEFA and triglycerides concentration in Flox and GRBATKO mice after fasting and refeeding (n = 6 animals per group).

Data information: Data were analyzed with two-way ANOVA. #P < 0.05; ##P < 0.01 for treatment effect. Error bars denote SEM.

difference failed to reach statistical significance (Fig 6A). Also, there
were no significant differences in weights of BAT, iWAT, eWAT,
and gastrocnemius (Figs 6B and EV5A). The knockdown of GR in
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BAT (Fig 6C) had no major impact on tissue histology (Fig 6D) or
lipid content (Fig 6E). Gene expression analysis of thermogenic
markers in BAT showed no change in the expression of Ucp1, Dio2,
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Figure 4. Knockdown of GR in BAT reduces oxygen consumption.
Body weight gain over a 24-week period of high-fat feeding (n = 13–14 animals per group). Panel shows experimental design for Figs 4–6.
Average daily food intake in g (n = 6 cages per genotype).
Feed efficiency to evaluate weight gain per ingested J (n = 6 cages per group).
Fecal energy loss over a 3-day period determined by combustion of lyophilized feces of a subgroup of HFD-fed mice (n = 9 animals per group).
Oxygen consumption over a 90-h period. Grays columns indicate dark phase (n = 6–8 mice per group).
Average oxygen consumption specified for light phase, dark phase, and total (n = 6–8 animals per genotype).
Total oxygen consumption plotted against body weight indicating that lower energy expenditure in GRBATKO animals is independent of body weight (n = 6–8 animals
per group).
H Locomotor activity over a 90-h period (n = 6–8 animals per group).
I Cumulative food intake over the 90-h period specified for each phase and as grand total (n = 6–8 animals per group).

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Data information: All data shown refer to 10 weeks HFD time point. Data were analyzed with two-tailed Student t-test (F). **P < 0.01. Analysis of covariance was
applied in (G) with body weight as covariate using SPSS 25. Error bars denote SEM.
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Figure 5. Deletion of GR from BAT does not affect glucose handling.
A
B
C
D
E
F

Intraperitoneal GTT after 19 weeks of HFD-feeding, glucose injections at 1.5 mg/g of body weight (n = 11–13 animals per group).
Area under the curve calculated from (A) (n = 11–13 animals per group).
Plasma insulin levels during GTT (n = 11–13 animals per group).
Intraperitoneal ITT after 20 weeks of high-fat diet intervention. Insulin was adjusted to 1 mU/g of body weight (n = 11–13 animals per group).
Area under the curve determined from (D) (n = 11–13 animals per group).
Plasma insulin levels after a 5-h fast, before injecting insulin (n = 11–13 animals per group).

Data information: Error bars denote SEM.

Elovl3, Ppargc1a, Tfam, Nrf1, or Prdm16, although a minor but
significant increase in Cidea was observed upon knockdown of GR
in BAT (Fig 6F). Unchanged levels of UCP1 were confirmed using
immunohistochemistry (Fig 6G). Recent publications suggested that
manipulation of BAT can induce compensatory thermogenic
changes in iWAT [15]. However, histologic examination of iWAT
revealed unchanged tissue anatomy between the two genotypes
(Fig EV5B and C). Next, we examined the histology of the gastrocnemius muscle, as GC excess suppresses GLUT4 recruitment to the
plasma membrane in skeletal muscle [16], but again found no difference (Fig EV5D and E). Finally, after 24 weeks of HFD feeding,
there was no change in serum insulin, glucose, corticosterone,
triglycerides, or cholesterol (Figs 6H and I, and EV5F–H). Overall,
these data indicate that under diet-induced obesity conditions, the
contribution of GR to BAT physiology and function is at most very
minor. The GR in BAT, despite its small effect on energy expenditure, seems to be largely dispensable for the control of body weight,
body composition and glucose homeostasis.
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Discussion
Following the resurgent interest in human BAT over the past
decades, a recent study dissected the effect of acute vs. chronic GC
excess in adult humans [11]. GCs acutely increase BAT activity in
humans, but seem to dampen it during longer GC administration.
Interestingly, the study also points out a species difference regarding
this effect, as in vitro, human brown adipocytes react by increasing
their respiration, while the opposite effect is shown in murine
brown and beige adipocytes. However, this species-specific regulation was not shown in vivo, disregarding the systemic relevance of
the effect. Moreover, as only 4% of the 129 patients in the retrospective study on longer-term GC treatment had detectable glucose
uptake by BAT, further investigation and dissection of the specific
contribution of GR to the observed effects are highly warranted.
Here, we investigated the role of GR in BAT using for the first time a
BAT-specific UCP1-Cre GR-knockout model, the GRBATKO mouse, in
a variety of metabolic challenges.
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Figure 6. Weight gain in GRBATKO mice is comparable to Flox animals with prolonged high-fat feeding.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Body weight in Flox and GRBATKO after 24 weeks of high-fat feeding (n = 10–13 animals per group).
BAT and iWAT weight in Flox and GRBATKO mice fed HFD for 24 weeks (n = 10–13 animals per group).
GR levels in BAT after 24 weeks high-fat feeding (n = 10–13 mice per group).
Representative H&E-stained sections of BAT from Flox and GRBATKO animals. Scale bar 100 lm.
Triglyceride content in BAT per gram of wet tissue (n = 10–13 animals per group).
qRT–PCR analysis of thermogenic marker gene expression in BAT of Flox and GRBATKO mice after high-fat feeding (n = 9–13 animals per group).
Representative immunohistochemistry for UCP1 in BAT. Scale bar 100 lm.
Serum insulin levels determined by ELISA (n = 10–13 animals per group).
Blood glucose in Flox and GRBATKO animals after 24 weeks HFD (n = 10–13 animals per group).

Data information: Data were analyzed with two-tailed Student’s t-test (C, F). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. Error bars denote SEM.

Despite a lot of suggestive evidence for the relevance of GR to
adipose tissue differentiation and function, recent findings have cast
doubt on the assumption that GR is crucial for adipose tissue expansion and adipose tissue-mediated glucose tolerance: Three recent
studies have analyzed the effect of adipose-specific GR knockdown
in diet-induced obesity [4–6]. Only Mueller et al [4] found a significant reduction under basal conditions of GR knockdown on HFD
weight gain, which may, however, be attributable to the early start
of HFD feeding in this study (3–5 weeks of age), while neither
Mueller nor Shen reported any difference in adipose tissue morphology (this was not assessed in the study by Abulizi et al) [4–6]. In
accordance with these studies, we did not find an effect of GR depletion in BAT on weight gain during a 24-week HFD (Fig 6A), nor an
effect on BAT histology and TG content (Fig 6D and E). However,
while Mueller et al reported reduced thermogenesis during acute
cold exposure, and Shen found decreased systemic cold-induced
lipolysis after 4 h at 4°C—both indicators of reduced BAT function
under physiological stress [4,5], we observed no difference in the
ability of GRBATKO mice and controls to defend body temperature
during 8 days of exposure to 5°C (Fig 2C). Interestingly, we
observed no changes in gross BAT anatomy during cold exposure in
GRBATKO mice (Fig 2G), while mice with adipose-specific GRknockout (GRadipoKO mice) were reported to show a larger decrease
in the number of lipid droplets than controls during a short-term
cold challenge [4]. Combined, these data could indicate that the
defect in thermogenesis observed in previous studies arises from the
GR depletion in the WAT, rather than in the BAT. Another hypothesis could be that the repression of BAT metabolism in murine cells
observed in previous studies is not mediated by GR but rather the
repression of ACTH secretion via the HPA axis feedback loop, as
ACTH was recently found to stimulate UCP1-mediated respiration in
murine primary brown adipocytes in vitro [17].
In contrast to the lack of an effect of GRBATKO on energy expenditure under cold exposure, after 10 weeks of HFD energy expenditure
was slightly decreased in GRBATKO mice (Fig 4E and F). BAT has
been implicated to play a role in meal-induced thermogenesis
[18,19], potentially via GCs acting centrally on BAT thermogenic
activity [20], or via the recently discovered Secretin pathway [13].
Secretin is released from the gut after a meal and acts directly on
BAT to stimulate post-prandial thermogenesis and induce satiation.
As this pathway was found to affect meal patterns rather than
cumulative food intake, one could hypothesize that the non-significant trends we found regarding decreased food intake during the
light phase on a HFD (Fig 4I) might be linked to the Secretin pathway. However, in GRBATKO mice, neither Secretin receptor levels in
the BAT nor Trpv-1 levels in the hypothalamus were changed
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(Fig EV2D and E), making an involvement of the Secretin pathway
unlikely. Thus, our results hint to the point that GR in BAT might in
a different way contribute to meal-induced thermogenesis during a
period of caloric excess.
GCs have been hypothesized to exert the majority of their tissuespecific actions based on the local activity of the enzyme 11b-HSD1,
which converts inactive 11-dehydrocorticosterone to the active corticosterone in rodents, or cortisol in humans [21]. Corticosterone
excess caused by administration via the drinking water suppresses
the induction of UCP1 in the BAT of control mice, while in wholebody 11b-HSD1 knockout mice, UCP1 levels were not elevated in
response to the corticosterone treatment [22]. Moreover, primary
brown adipocytes from these knockout mice showed elevated mitochondrial function, and aged 11b-HSD1 knockout mice displayed
improved BAT function compared to controls. In the context of our
findings, the obvious BAT phenotype of the whole-body 11b-HSD1
loss of function seems curious, as an 11b-HSD1 loss of function
should lead to lower intracellular availability of “active” corticosterone, which in turn should lead to reduced GR activation and thus
produce a similar phenotype as a genetic knockdown of GR (e.g.,
GRBATKO). However, we observe no significant effects on UCP1
expression or BAT function in GRBATKO mice. The effects of GCs in
the adipose tissue were previously described to be mediated mainly
via the GR, not the MR [23]. Nonetheless, one might hypothesize
that in BAT, the effect of 11b-HSD1 loss (and thus, presumably, a
reduction in active corticosterone/cortisol levels) affects BAT metabolism via MR after all, which compared to GR has a 10× higher
affinity for GCs [14]. Alternatively, decreased local GC levels in
other metabolic tissues such as liver, muscle, or white adipose
tissue might lead to a change in substrate availability for BAT, thus
producing the described BAT phenotype. Either way, further studies
are needed to clarify the contribution of MR to BAT metabolism and
its reaction to GC excess.
Mueller et al [4] had found that adipose GR is crucial for the
feeding–fasting transition under conditions of long-term fasting
(48 h) and that GR depletion in the adipose tissue leads to a failure
to mobilize stored adipose tissue and induce lipolysis. In contrast to
short-term fasting (4 and 16 h), glucose levels after 48 h fasting are
increased in the GRadipoKO, potentially owing to lean mass catabolism induced by increased GC levels. In accordance with these data,
we found no changes in blood glucose, insulin, corticosterone, or
NEFA levels after 16-h fasting (Fig 3F–H). Small increases in body
temperature, glucose and insulin levels, and plasma NEFAs were
observed after 4-h refeeding in both groups (Fig 3C–H), which indicates that the fasting challenge per se did elicit the expected effects
without showing any significant differences between genotypes. In
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Fig 3H, one might speculate that there could be a trend toward
lower plasma triglycerides in the refed state in the GRBATKO animals
that our study is underpowered to detect at n = 6. If this were true,
one could hypothesize some interplay with liver lipid metabolism
leading to enhanced uptake of VLDL remnants by the liver. A similar effect has been observed in a previous study by inhibiting a GRdriven microRNA in the liver [24]. This may be fertile ground for
future exploration. Overall, however, the effects observed are too
small to be considered statistically significant, with a high standard
error. Given the involvement of the GC/GR axis in systemic glucose
metabolism and lipid metabolism [25,26], these data favor the
notion that, in contrast to its metabolic importance in WAT, GR in
BAT does not impair the feeding–fasting transition.
Another way of assessing of the metabolic fitness of an organism
is to challenge the animal with a high dose of glucose administrated
in the course of a GTT. As longer-term GC excess can lead to
reduced glucose tolerance [5], the contribution of GR in BAT to
systemic glucose tolerance presents an interesting research question. Recent studies on the effect of GR depletion in the adipose
tissue on glucose tolerance in a state of DIO report conflicting
evidence: Mueller et al [4] found that glucose intolerance on an 18week HFD was alleviated in GRadipoKO mice, while Shen et al [5]
reported no difference in glucose and insulin tolerance after 12–
13 weeks of HFD. Similar to the latter study, we did not observe
these metabolic improvements in GRBATKO mice compared to floxed
controls after a 19-week HFD. While data gained from GRadipoKO and
GRBATKO mice cannot be directly compared, the discrepancy
between the findings of Shen et al (GRadipoKO) and our own
(GRBATKO) compared to Müller et al, however, might again reflect
the impact of HFD feeding on adults compared to young animals (3–
5 weeks) in the latter study, where the decreased lipolytic ability of
GRadipoKO mice leads to less hepatic steatosis, lower plasma NEFAs,
and thus better systemic glucose tolerance, probably via a reduction
in gluconeogenesis [4,27]. However, to definitively answer this
research question, it would be necessary to compare in one study
animals of ideally both genotypes and have detailed experimental
evidence of glucose clearance in obese mice induced via the diet at
a young compared to an adult age.
In contrast to the research discussed above, Desarzens et al [14]
found disturbed GT on high-fat high-sucrose diet in GRadipoKO mice.
However, this result may have arisen due to the interplay of sucrose
with an abundance of fat in the diet in general—as sucrose is known
to impair insulin-mediated glucose clearance [28,29]—and the GC/
GR axis in particular.
Despite a number of in vitro studies suggesting an important role
of the GR in both white and brown adipose tissue differentiation
and cell function [11,23,30–32], more recent studies have revealed
that the absence of the GR in WAT is dispensable for WAT differentiation and function in vivo [4,9,33]. In this respect, our genetic
loss-of-function study now addresses a key question in the field of
BAT research and GR-dependent endocrine control of metabolism
by demonstrating that in contrast to previous assumptions, the GR
in BAT is largely dispensable for systemic energy homeostasis
during both short and long-term metabolic adaptations. One limitation of our study is that our mouse experiments were conducted at
22°C, which is below thermoneutrality for mice [34]. A recent investigation provides evidence that UCP1 protein levels are reduced 100fold by corticosterone treatment in mice housed 30°C but not at
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22°C [35]. Thus, there may still be an effect of BAT-specific GR KO
at thermoneutrality (30°C for mice), which we could not test in our
study. However, the same study found that GC-induced obesity
develops independently of UCP1 levels in BAT. This is in line with
our findings, which point to a negligible contribution of GR to BAT
function and need to be taken into account during the development
of novel GR-based therapeutic approaches targeting body weight
and metabolic parameters in obesity as well as during attempts to
ameliorate GC side effects in anti-inflammatory regimens.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Brown adipose tissue (BAT)-specific GR-knockout mice (GRBATKO)
were generated by crossing Ucp1CreERT2 mice [36,37] with floxed GR
mice. Knockout was induced in adult male animals by injection with
2 mg tamoxifen per day, for five consecutive days. Ucp1–CreERT2positive and Ucp1–CreERT2-negative littermate controls were used for
all experiment. Experiments were performed 2 weeks post-tamoxifen injection. All mice were maintained on a 12-h light–dark cycle at
22°C with unlimited access to chow and water, unless stated otherwise. For the dexamethasone suppression test, 13- to 19-week-old
mice were used. Body temperature of cold-exposed mice was monitored through IPTT-300 transponders that were surgically implanted
subcutaneously 3 weeks prior to the experiment (Bio Medic Data
Systems, Seaford, USA). Cold-exposed mice were 16–20 weeks old
at the start of the experiment and were exposed to 5°C for 1 week.
For measuring glucose and lipid parameters as well as all other metabolic phenotypes (except for fecal energy content) upon high-fat diet
exposure, mice were fed D12492 containing 60 kcal% fat (Research
Diets) ad libitum for a total of 24 weeks. As 60% dietary fat content
prevented accurate fecal energy content determination due to overlipidated feces, a separate cohort of mice was placed on D12451
containing only 45 kcal% fat for measuring fecal energy content. All
mice were 9–14 weeks old at the time of HFD initiation. Animals
were sacrificed at ZT + 2, except for the dexamethasone suppression
test, for which they were sacrificed at ZT + 9.
Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the
Directive 2010/63/EU from the European Union and the German
Welfare Act, after approval by local authorities.
Glucose and insulin tolerance tests
Glucose and insulin tolerance tests were performed as described
previously [38] after 19 and 20 weeks of high-fat feeding, respectively. In short, animals were fasted for 6 h and subsequently
injected intraperitoneally with glucose at 1.5 g/kg body weight.
Blood samples were taken from the tail vein before and 20, 60, and
120 min after the i.p. injection to assess glucose tolerance. For the
insulin tolerance test, animals were fasted for 6 h and, after taking a
baseline blood sample, i.p. injected with insulin at a dosage of 1 U/
kg body weight (HUMINSULIN Normal 100, Lilly Germany, Bad
Homburg). Subsequent blood samples were drawn from the tail vein
15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min after the insulin injection. Glucose
measurements throughout the tests were performed with an AccuChek Performa glucose meter.
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Dexamethasone suppression test
To assess the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis (HPA axis), mice
were subcutaneously injected with saline or DEX (Sigma, D4902)
and a first blood sample was collected 2.5 h later via the tail vein
(pre-stress). Next, the animals were placed in a clean cage with
access to food and water to induce stress and a second blood sample
was collected after 30 min (stressed condition). Finally, the animals
were placed back in their original cage and a last blood was
collected 90 min later (post-stress).
Metabolic phenotyping
Animals were acclimatized to individual housing and the TSE
PhenoMaster cages (TSE Systems, Bad Homburg, Germany) 1 week
before the actual indirect calorimetry analysis was performed. Food
consumption, locomotor activity, and energy expenditure were
recorded over a 90-h period. Body composition was analyzed prior
and upon exiting the PhenoMaster system using whole-body
magnetic resonance analysis (EchoMRI, Houston, TX). Analysis of
energy expenditure was carried in accordance published guidelines
using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with body composition
(lean and fat mass) as covariates [39]. Fecal energy content was
determined using the IKA-WERKE C 7000 bomb calorimeter using
around 300 mg of lyophilized feces.
Gene expression analysis
Frozen tissues were homogenized in QIAzol lysis reagent (Qiagen)
using the Qiagen TissueLyser II and stainless-steel beads. One microgram of RNA was subsequently used to synthesize cDNA with the
aid of a First Strand cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Scientific). qPCRs
were performed using Taqman master mix and Taqman probes (Life
Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) on a 384-well format QuantStudio 6 Flex Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Scientific).
RNA from a selection of brown adipose tissue was purified with
RNeasy Minikit columns (Qiagen) and analyzed with RNA 6000
Nano chips and the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies,
Waldbronn, Germany). One hundred nanogram of purified RNA was
labeled using the Ambion WT expression kit (Invitrogen) and hybridized to an Affymetrix Mouse Gene 1.1 ST array plate (Affymetrix,
Santa Clara, CA). Subsequent hybridization, washing, and scanning
were carried out on an Affymetrix GeneTitan platform. Processing
and analysis of raw data was performed according to published
methods [40].
A volcano plot has been generated using the R package
EnhancedVolcano (Blighe K, https://bioconductor.org/packages/re
lease/bioc/html/EnhancedVolcano.html). EnhancedVolcano: Publication-ready volcano plots with enhanced coloring and labeling.
R package version 1.2.0, https://github.com/kevinblighe/Enhanced
Volcano.), with cutoff values for the adjusted P-value < 0.1 and fold
change > 1.5.
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Immunohistochemistry was done with the aid of an automated slide
staining system (Discovery XT, Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson,
AZ) and the following antibodies: UCP1 (1:1,500, Abcam ab10983)
and GLUT4 (1:500, Abcam ab33780).
Protein analysis
Tissues were lysed using Pierce IP lysis buffer followed by quantification using the Pierce BCA kit. Samples were diluted using 5×
Laemmli sample buffer with DTT, boiled, and loaded onto Novex
WedgeWell 8–16% Tris-Glycine Mini Gels (ThermoFisher Scientific)
4–16% denaturing gels. Transfer of protein onto PVDF membrane
was carried out using a Transblot Turbo System (Bio-Rad).
Membranes were blocked with 5% skimmed milk powder in TBS-T
for 1 h and subsequently incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-GR
antibody (Santa Cruz, sc-1004) or anti-b-tubulin antibody (Cell
Signaling, #2128) diluted 1:500 and 1:5,000, respectively, in TBS-T
containing 3% BSA. Visualization was performed using Pierce ECL
Western Blotting Substrate and a Bio-Rad Chemidoc imaging system.
Serum analyses
Serum corticosterone and insulin levels were determined using
commercially available ELISA kits: Enzo Life Sciences Corticosterone ELISA kit ADI-900-097 and the ALPCO Mouse Ultrasensitive
Insulin ELISA 80-INSMSU-E01. Non-esterified fatty acids were
measured using a NEFA-HR(2) kit (Wako Chemicals GmbH, Neuss,
Germany). Triglycerides were determined using a TR0100 Serum
Triglyceride Determination Kit (Sigma-Aldrich).
Tissue triglyceride analysis
Lipids from BAT were extracted using the Folch method, and triglycerides were subsequently quantified using the TR0100 Serum
Triglyceride Determination Kit (Sigma-Aldrich).
Statistical analysis
Two-tailed unpaired t-test was performed to analyze one-factorial
designs. For multiple comparisons, two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
multiple comparisons test was performed in GraphPad Prism. Analysis of covariance for the oxygen consumption data was performed
using SPSS25.

Data availability
The dataset produced in this study is available in the following database: Microarray gene expression data: Gene Expression Omnibus
(GSE13554)
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?
acc=GSE135544).
Expanded View for this article is available online.
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